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New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A World War II wreck lies beneath the South China Sea. Is her
cargo worth killing for? Marine claims investigator Angus McKinnon is summoned to Hong Kong,
his personal city of ghosts, where a local shipowner and his beautiful daughter need his help. But
their claim on a mysterious cargo lost during the War is not as simple as they say, and the cold case
abruptly heats up when Angus s old friend and mentor is violently murdered back in Greece.
Haunted, obstructed and plagued by self-doubt, Angus soon finds himself trapped in a web of
international intrigue that draws him to the typhoon-lashed South China Sea and the shocking
discovery of a plan to attack Hong Kong and hold Asia Pacific - and the world beyond - to ransom.
But the trail doesn t end there . Amidst relentless danger, Angus s resolve is once more tested down
to the wire. Nick Elliott delivers in spades when it comes to fast-paced, intelligent, international
thrillers. You feel, smell and touch every authentically crafted location; you re expertly drawn into a
maze of...
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Reviews
Thorough guide! Its this sort of excellent read. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. You are going to like just how the
blogger create this publication.
-- Pr of. Lela Steuber
A high quality book as well as the font applied was exciting to read through. This can be for all those who statte there was not a well worth looking at. I
discovered this ebook from my i and dad recommended this ebook to find out.
-- Mr . Monser r a t Wieg a nd
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